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Rehearsals at 7 p.m.:

More details, Page 3
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9620 Davis Road, Tampa
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to compete!
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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2014

March 2014

May 2-4, 2014
2014
Spring
Convention

MARCH
17

Rehearsal

24

Rehearsal

31

Rehearsal

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT

APRIL
7

Rehearsal

10

Board Meeting

14

Rehearsal

21

Rehearsal

28

Rehearsal

Need info? Visit...
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/conventions/

MAY
2-4

Sunshine District Spring Convention

5

Rehearsal

8

Board Meeting

12

Rehearsal

19

Rehearsal

26

Rehearsal

31

Encore ‘14 / HoH Annual Show!

And Beyond...
Jun 29-Jul 6

BHS International Convention

Oct 10-11

Sunshine District Fall Convention

Oct 18-26

British Barbershop Bash

Dec 6		

Mariner Church Performance

Dec 7		

Sun City Center Performance

Dec 14		

Christmas Show @ USF Concert Hall

2015 - Mar 24 Citrus Hills Golf & Country Club, Hernando

June 29, 2014 - July 6, 2014
Call for more information
800-595-4849
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Spring Convention News
Registration is open for Sunshine District 2014 Spring Convention.
All competitors must be registered.
You may register and book your $99/night room at the Orlando Airport Marriott here:
www.sunshinedistrict.org/events/conventions

Sunshine District, Barbershop Harmony Society,
2014 Spring Convention

Join us for a weekend of song and fellowship at the Orlando Airport Marriott, May 2-4.
Friday, May 2 - International Quartet Preliminary Semifinals
and District Seniors Quartet Contest
Saturday, May 3 - District Chorus Contest, VLQ Contest,
and International Quartet Preliminary Finals

All-Events Early Bird pricing ($45) ends April 6th.
Regular price $65 ends April 27th. Late and on-site price $75.
Student tickets are valid for ages 25 and under ONLY.
Online sales end May 1st at 11:30 p.m.

Single event tickets are not valid for competitors. Each competitor must purchase an All-events Registration. Early Bird registrations will be printed and ready upon arrival. Some regular price and all late
registrations may need to be printed on site. Please be prepared to have your ticket code scanned in
exchange for a badge. Badges are required for entrance to the auditorium and to enter the contest loop.
For updates and more information, please visit SunshineDistrict.org

QUALIFICATION DATES:

UNIFORM

Contest set

On-stage uniform - Tux:
black vest-gold tie-white shirt, regular collar pleated front,
gold hankie, black socks, black patent shoes

“Other” repertoire

Casual uniform: your choice.

qualification cutoff date is
March 31
being performed in Orlando
qualification cutoff date
April 21

All new Heralds that need any of these items, contact Uniform
Guy, Dick Sipple, with your sizes.
wsipple372@aol.com
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Singing
Valentine
Report
A number of guys stepped up and learned their parts
and were ready to sing in their first quartet ever. We had
predicted more need for quartets than what developed,
so they didn’t get their first experience as hoped. We’ll
plan on that for next year, but hope that the fun of
quartet singing might encourage them to try some tag
singing or pole cats with three other guys before Chapter
meetings, at break or afterward.
I had someone call me on Valentine’s Day because she
couldn’t get through on the phone to Judy Williams who
took phone orders for SVs. She wanted to pay $50 for
a delivery at exactly 2 p.m. Although she called me on
the phone to take her order, she couldn’t talk right then
because she was in line at the bank to put money in her
credit card so she could pay for it. We didn’t get that
order.
We had an order come in via email because the lady
couldn’t order online. Her credit card was maxed out
paying for her small business expenses. She saw us on TV
and wanted to buy a one-hour SV for that night and pay
cash. This was Thursday. Dave couldn’t do it because he
had to run a board meeting. So I called and told her we
couldn’t do it. Then we put our heads together. Pat Bauer
and I were in the quartet, me on Bass and Pat on Bari. We
didn’t really need a Tenor, we just needed a good singer.
So we called up Marty Port, put him on Bari, Pat switched
to Bass, I switched to Tenor and we did the gig. She gave
us $100 in cash. Oh, and we did a phone delivery SV
beforehand just to warm up.
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4. SV business cards.
5. SV post cards.
6. Initial distribution of supplies at the installation
banquet.
7. Three-level price windows.
8. Partnership operations.
9. Formal partnership with Toast of Tampa.
10. Community newsletters and homeowner’s association
newsletters.
11. Early-bird pricing.
12. A processing fee to cover PayPal costs.
13. Phone delivery of SVs.
14. Three days of deliveries.
15. A quartet in reserve to handle challenges.
16. Online ordering of both quartet-delivered and phonedelivered SVs.
17. Online ordering service for quartet-delivered SVs.
18. A single phone number to call for all ordering that
was not online.
19. Electronic distribution of quartet assignments.
20. Taking a photo and emailing it to purchaser.
21. We got started in October.
22. We had a 14-man team working on the program.
We sold 80 Singing Valentines, a third of which were
delivered by phone. We took in about $5,000.
The Heralds of Harmony sang the first SV of the 2014 Singing
Valentines season on Thursday and the last one on Saturday
night. Pat Bauer sang in approximately thirty (30) SVs, way
more than anyone.
The remaining candy kisses are being donated to the Terrace
Palms Community Church (HoH rehearsal site) in support of
America’s “Feed the Hungry” Program.

We did two complimentary SVs. One was on TV and
the other was more than an SV. It was Steve Cragg’s
quartet doing the national anthem and the “Armed
Forces Medley” at the VA Hospital. All the rest of the
official SVs were paid. This does not include impromptu
performances that quartets did spontaneously.
What was different about this year’s program? Well, we
did a number new things:
1. Advertising in the Christmas program.
2. Car magnets.
3. Car stickers.

Singing the Armed Forces Medley
at the James A. Haley VA Hospital
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In Remembrance
Barb Jamison

by Steve Jamison, former Director of the Heralds of Harmony
Thursday, March 6th, the Barbershop family lost a devoted soul.
Barb Jamison finally achieved peace in her two-year battle with
lung cancer. She was superbly cared for this last week by her
sister-in-law and Hope Hospice. She was comfortable, in no
pain, and free of agitation. She was comforted (and entertained
by memorable “Mom” stories) by our two children, Glenn and
Sandy, up until her peaceful passing. Certainly we mourn her
departure, but we also wish everyone to celebrate her life.

“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass,
it’s about learning to dance in the rain.”

Barb and Steve Jamison backstage at the HoH
Christmas show December 2009

I could enumerate Barb’s many
accomplishments in the barbershop
community, but she shunned public
praise. So I will simply say if you knew her, your life was richer for the experience. And anything
I’ve ever accomplished in barbershop would have been impossible without the guidance,
support, and love of my soulmate.
Barb’s greatest accomplishments were in the classroom. She preferred to teach life’s lessons AND
math rather than just math. One of her favorite lessons was “never give up”. To that end, if anyone
wishes to do anything to remember her, please consider a donation, of any size, to the Barbara
Jamison Scholarship. Our family will establish a fund to be held by the City of Cape Coral Charter
School Authority with the intention of awarding it annually to a graduating senior. The criterium
is simple: a desire to “never give up” in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds - a trait she
embodied. Please send donations to:
The Barbara Jamison Scholarship
c/o Oasis High School
3519 Oasis Blvd.
Cape Coral, FL 33914

“Courage isn’t about picking your battles,
it’s how you behave
when your battles pick you.”
Two quotes that capture the spirit of Barb 			
are:

“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass, it’s about learning to dance in the rain.”
“Courage isn’t about picking your battles, it’s how you behave when your battles pick you.”
Go hug somebody you love,
Steve Jamison
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The Healthy Herald
by Dan McFarlane, Tenor

Have a little fun!

We are so fortunate each of us has found barbershop harmony
in which to invest our energy and creativity; specifically, the
Heralds of Harmony. Creative expression provides an important
outlet that makes life fun and allows us to enjoy the company
of like-minded people. Having fun relieves stress and brings
many other benefits, such as taking our minds away from difficult
challenges that may be facing us.
With that in mind, I would like to share a few stories about
“Flexible Four” that illustrate the ‘healthy’ fun our hobby can offer.
As many of you know, “Flexible Four” is our long-standing
Chapter quartet that handles most of the requests for gigs such
as birthday parties, anniversaries, etc. Steve Matheson is the
founder and primary Lead singer for “Flexible Four.” Most of the
gigs come from contacts Steve has acquired over the years. The
quartet is called “Flexible Four” because when Steve gets a gig,
he proceeds to round up singers he needs. He has a ‘flexible’ list
of numerous singers for each part.
Well, over the years, gigs have come in from many sources and
a wide variety of customers. At first blush, one might think that
some of the requests would be better served by alternate styles
of music or entertainment. But Steve Matheson, being the
unflappable and determined barbershopper that he is, cannot
bring himself to turn down a gig.
A few unusual gigs come to mind. There was the time we were
invited to sing at a Puerto Rican Independence Day picnic and
dance. We arrived dressed in the old-time barbershop look
with arm garters and straw hats. The crowd was having a great
time dancing ‘salsa style’ to very loud Latin music played by the
DJ. Suddenly the room went silent. Several hundred people
turned their attention to the empty dance floor. The MC took
the microphone and in broken English with a thick accent said,
“Now our es-special guests … zee ‘Flex-ee-bull Four!’” Three of us
began looking for a back door and a quick exit, but not Steve. He
promptly led us to the microphone, addressed the audience and
we gave a rousing rendition of “High Neighbor.” In spite of our
trepidation, we were a hit!
Another time we were asked to sing at a formal dinner, so we
were dressed in tuxedoes. We were to be a roving quartet, going
from table-to-table. As we were led into the banquet hall, Steve
informed us that there was something different about this group.
The event was a fund raiser for the hearing impaired. More

than half our audience was deaf! In fact, we had a deaf signer
accompany us. The applause we received at each table was ‘deaf
style,’ hands moving back and fourth but not touching.
My favorite memory might be this one. I remember the bravery
Steve Matheson exhibited when, in the face of all odds, he
persevered and pushed through to the end when only three
members of the quartet were present for the impending show.
“Oh come on guys, we can do this! The guy we’re singing for is
on life support, unconscious, in his hospital bed. No one will
know the difference! And besides, it’s only the baritone we’re
missing!” I’ll never forget the courage and determination he
demonstrated that day as he led us up those ten flight of stairs
(the elevator was broken) and we burst into the hospital room,
completely out of breath, to face a room full of family and friends
sadly waiting for the fulfillment of their loved one’s dying wish …
a barbershop quartet to sing at his death bed!
“Where’s the fourth guy?” a kid yelled at us, as he sat holding the
hand of his Great-Grandpapa. “Ain’t there supposed to be four of
ya?!”
The crowd was hushed … panic was beginning to creep into the
hearts of the Tenor and Bass. Then Steve did the unbelievable.
In the inevitable style of W.C. Fields, he stepped in front of
the young lad while discreetly telling him, “Quiet kid, you’re
bothering me!” Then he turned to the awaiting audience and
said, “ Ladies and gentlemen, ‘Flexible Four’ is proud to be here at
the commemoration and celebration of John Doe. We know how
he loved barbershop harmony, how he always wished he could
be in a quartet. Well, today on his dying day ... his final day on
earth, we will grant his wish. The fourth member of our quartet
today is … John Doe!”
A murmur went though the crowd. The Tenor and Bass followed
Steve and knelt at John Doe’s bedside facing the audience. The
pitch blew and the three of us starting singing “Down Our Way.”
Steve took John Doe’s limp hand in his and moved him through
the choreography. At the end of the song, the crowd erupted in
a torrent of cheers and tears. Steve took off his straw hat, laid it
over John Doe’s lifeless face, looked down at him and said, “We
will miss you John Doe, you sure sing a mean Baritone.”
Yes, fellow Heralds, singing IS healthy … because having fun
is healthy! And having some good laughs with your friends is
always in tune!
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FREE YOUR VOICE
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Submitted by Chuck Steiner, Bass, VP Music & Performance
Written by John Newell, Lead, “Realtime” Quartet
from “Let It Out” Vocal Performance Coaching Facebook page
• Stop trying to hear yourself above the chorus.
• Sing with ease and ALLOW your voice to be inside the sound.
• Where the note/beat falls is where the vowel must start, not the consonant.
• Vowel sounds flowing into each other in a continuous stream of sound.
• Clean, consistent singing (like executing the things above) can feel “boring” but creates a more cohesive
unit sound than belting and/or embellishing via muscle power.
• Sing every note like it is high and light, even the lowest ones.
• Allow the breath to rise gently and evenly into the cavities of the head rather than pressuring/ pushing it
out of the mouth in a “column.”
The simple, fundamental things can make a huge difference. Without them being mastered, we cannot
move on to the fancy fireworks.

CORNER

History
Heralds of Harmony

by Dave Roberts, President, Tenor
Sometimes it is amazing at what you find in storage. In
clearing and eliminating the outside storage unit, Dick
Sipple found various electronic storage tapes from a
bygone era and all were recorded in the last twenty years.
They are safely secured; however, I don’t know what to
do with them. By the following list, hopefully you can see
why:
1998 – A Heralds of Harmony reel of tape that contains
and is probably the master of our CD, “This Joint Is
Jumpin’.” The label is from Progressive Music Studios. As
a historical pack-rat, I will hang on to it, although I have
no way to play or copy the tape.
1997 – A recording of the Heralds Annual Show which is
contained on two ‘small’ Sony PDP-124 cassettes.
1996 – The Heralds Annual Show at TBPAC recorded on
Sony Betacam and these two cassettes are huge.
If anyone is interested in retrieving the data from
Numbers 2 and 3, then let me know and I will gladly give
you the opportunity.
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by
Ed McKenzie,
Bass

Behind the Scenes
with The Heralds
		

n Sailor

e
a Drunk

Some explanations seem appropriate for you
landlubbers. (Glossary at the end of the article).
“What Shall We Do With The Drunken Sailor” is billed as
an English Sea Shanty. Now the dictionary tells us that
a shanty (noun) is “a badly built house made from thin
material, sheets of wood, metal, or something else.” It
is not a song. A “chantey” is a song. After all, it starts
with the word “chant.” Further investigation reveals that
“shanty” is the UK spelling of “chantey.” And, since it is an
English Sea Shanty, we have to go with the spelling that
Robert Shaw and Alice Parker used.
What is a shanty, American or English? The shanty was
sung to accompany certain work tasks aboard sailing
ships, especially those that required a bright walking
pace. It is believed to originate in the early 19th century
or before, during a period when ships’ crews, especially
those of military vessels, were sufficiently large to permit
hauling a rope whilst simply marching along the deck.
This particular shanty has been characterized as a “walk
away” shanty, a song that’s sung when men are walking
away with the slack of a rope.
“Put him in the long boat until he’s sober.” In the days of
sailing ships, a vessel would
carry several ship’s boats for
various uses. One would be a
longboat, an open boat to be
rowed by eight or ten oarsmen,
two per thwart. It was carried
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on deck and putting a drunken sailor
in it until he sobered up would be
preferable to having him in the
berthing area disturbing his
HoH
assumed sober shipmates.
Its high gunwales would also
contain him reasonably well. Other
ships’ boats would be a cutter, whaleboat, gig, jolly
boat, launch, dinghy, and punt.
Other versions of this song used an alternate verse:
“Put him in the guardhouse until he’s sober.” This would
be appropriate for a military vessel that had a guardhouse
or brig, but merchant ships didn’t have a guard house.
They needed every hand on deck and used flogging and
keelhauling as disciplinary measures.
“Pull out the plug and wet him all over.” In the bottom of
the long boat was a plug. This was used to drain water
out of the long boat when it was on deck. If the long
boat were launched with the drunken sailor in it, the plug
could be pulled and he would be well soaked, speeding
up the recovery from his drunkenness. It is likely that the
long boat would remain secured in its hoists to prevent it
from sinking during this evolution.
“Put him in the scuppers with a hose pipe on him.”
Originally scuppers were a series of pipes fitted through
the ships side from inside the thicker deck waterway to
the topside planking to drain water overboard, larger
quantities drained through freeing ports, which were
openings in the bulwarks. A hosepipe is a hose or flexible
pipe used for washing down
the decks. So putting him in
the scuppers with a hose pipe
on him would enable him to be
cleaned up/sobered up with
the water from the hose pipe
and the scuppers would then
drain it over the side.
“Heave him by the leg with a
runnin’ bowlin.’” For a drunken
sailor who was unruly, it might
be necessary to move him
from one location to another
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by dragging him. A bowline (pronounced beau-lun)
is used to form a loop or eye in the end of a line and is
particularly useful in nautical circles as it does not slip
and is easily unbent or untied. A running bowline has its
standing end fed through its loop forming a slipknot.
As it turns out, our version of the song uses four different
verses. There are more:
• Put him in the long-boat and make him bail her.
• What shall we do with a drunken soldier?
• Tie him to the taffrail when she’s yardarm under
• Scrape the hair off his chest with a hoop-iron razor.
• Give ‘im a dose of salt and water.

GLOSSARY
Bosun – the boatswain’s mate trains, directs, and supervises personnel
in ship’s maintenance duties in all activities relating to marlinspike,
deck, boat seamanship, painting, upkeep of ship’s external structure,
rigging, deck equipment, and boats.
Bulwark - the extension of the ship’s side above
the level of the weather deck.
Gunwales – the top edge of a boat’s sides that
forms a ledge around the whole boat above the deck.
Hoop-iron razor – hoop iron was the iron band used to hold barrels
together. A hoop-iron razor would be made of that metal and be
a foot or two in length. These implements were part of the regalia
used in “crossing the line” ceremonies onboard ship. In the maritime
world, it is perhaps the oldest such qualifying ritual and seems to have
originated in the Middle Ages. In today’s Navy, the line in question
is either the Equator or the International Date Line. The “crossing the
line ceremony” involves a fanciful ceremony totally lacking in formality
which transforms “pollywogs” (those who haven’t crossed the line) into
“shellbacks” (those who have).
Keelhauling – a form of punishment meted out to sailors at sea.
The sailor was tied to a line that looped beneath the vessel, thrown
overboard on one side of the ship and dragged under the ship’s keel,
either from one side of the ship to the other, or the length of the ship
(from bow to stern). As the hull was usually covered in barnacles and
other marine growth, if the offender was pulled quickly, keelhauling
would typically result in serious cuts, loss of limbs and even
decapitation. If the victim was dragged slowly, his weight might lower
him sufficiently to miss the barnacles, but this method would then
result in his drowning.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Stick on his back a mustard plaster.
Keep him there and make ‘im bail ‘er.
Give ‘im a taste of the bosun’s rope-end.
What’ll we do with a Limejuice skipper?
Soak him in oil till he sprouts a flipper.
What shall we do with the Queen o’ Sheba?
What shall we do with the Virgin Mary?
Shave his chin with a rusty razor.
Shave his belly with a rusty razor.
Give ‘im a hair of the dog that bit him.
Put him in the bilge and make him drink it.
Put him in bed with the captain’s daughter.

Landlubber - somebody who is clumsy aboard a ship due to lack of
experience at sea.
Limejuice skipper – the captain of a British ship. During the 1700’s
scurvy killed more British sailors than enemy action. They still suffered
from it in the American Revolution. In 1867, all ships of the Royal Navy
and Merchant Navy were required to provide a daily lime ration to
sailors to prevent scurvy. We still refer to British citizens as “limeys” in
recognition of their advances in scurvy prophylactic medicine.
Mustard plaster - mustard plasters were used to treat many varied
disorders in the days before modern medicine. Besides being used
as a painkiller for backache, they were also used to treat coughs
and infections of the chest and lungs. A mustard plaster works by
creating heat, drawing toxins out of the body and by being a source of
nutrients that can be absorbed through the skin.
Rope end – actually, it is rope’s end. A short piece of rope used for
flogging unruly or undisciplined sailors.
Taffrail is the upper part of the stern of a wooden ship and includes
the rail around the stern of the ship. It was often ornately and richly
carved.
Yardarm - is, creatively, the arm on the yard. It is either end of the
tapering spar (yard) attached to the ship’s mast to spread the head of
a square sail.
Yardarm under - means the ship is in heavy seas and has rolled
sufficiently to put the yardarm under water.
Not all definitions and explanations are accepted as universally
approved. There is much more that could have been said about these
terms and many others that would have been equally controversial. –
Ed McKenzie, LCDR, USCGR.
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From the

Groupanizer
by Dave Roberts

Guy

This past month, Byron Poore published an
excellent User’s Manual for our website which
included all the basic functions a Herald member
needs to know in order to navigate the site. Byron
saw a need and filled it. The Groupanizer team
will see that each new member receives a copy
as part of their documentation on becoming a
Herald. Also, Larry Clapp has offered one-on-one
education for any current or new member.
This also begs the question, “What else can or
should be provided about the site?” From a
development and maintenance perspective, it is
not obvious to those who do that type of work
as to what a member needs. Please submit your
ideas to either Larry Clapp or Dave Roberts, the
Groupanizer Guy.

Get the
HOH Groupanizer
User Manual by
Clicking here!
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We’re all a-Twitter
Do you Tweet? Are you a Twit - er-er? Well, the
Heralds are tweeting. Follow us! TampaHoH
#harmony

Jimmy Fallon
and Barbershop!
We’ve got a great Barbershop Harmony
ambassador in Jimmy Fallon!
If you missed it, here it is ...
http://thecomicscomic.com/2013/03/26/
bringing-barbershop-back-comedian-tomshillue-the-ragtime-gals-late-night-jimmy-fallo/
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Angelic Notes
Gregg Hunsberger
When are you coming
back to the Heralds?

Heal quickly Christa!
Ed Burt’s wife, Christa Burt,
is recovering from surgery
after a broken hip.

ANGELIC DEEDS

Congratulations
Danny Wunderlin !
Danny received full status as EMT
at Sunstar Paramedics

Our Sincere
Sympathy
to Steve Jamison
whose wife, Barb Jamison,
died Thursday, 3/6/14 from
lung cancer.

Recently, a challenge was presented... Larry, Lead section qualifier, challenged the
Leads; he said he would pay $20 to the first to qualify on the new song “What Do
You Do With A Drunken Sailor.”
Keith Starks was the first, and it didn’t take him any time at all! Upon Larry’s
payment to Keith, Keith turned around and donated that payment to the chorus!
Now, isn’t that angelic?

BE AN ANGEL!
Want to get involved with the Angels’
activities? Contact Dianne Roberts at
dmelford662@aol.com
to see what’s coming up next.
All family and friends of the Heralds are
invited and encouraged to join us!

The remaining
candy kisses
from the Singing
Valentines are
being donated to
the Terrace Palms
Community Church
(HoH rehearsal
site) in support of
America’s “Feed the
Hungry” Program.

Thank
You

everyone that
contributed to this
edition of The Herald.
Please
keep it coming!

Lost & Found

Leave something behind
at the last rehearsal?
Check with the Angels at the next rehearsal.
We collect all left behind items in hopes you’ll
retrieve them sooner or later!
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From the President
Dave Roberts

At the Board planning meeting this past October,
there was one small comment made that
impacted that meeting and is still resonating
today. One comment, “We are going to have to
change our culture,” was what was said at that
time. I don’t think any of us could define what it
would mean, but things are changing.
The Music Team is doing some awesome work
and they are leading the way on change. Tony is
teaching some outstanding stuff and it’s a clinic
every rehearsal. I heard a comment that our riser
discipline has improved and it struck me that I
think no one wants to miss anything Tony has to
say. Yes, a clinic every rehearsal.
Chuck Steiner has changed the audition process
which is huge in saving both Tony’s time as well
as chorus rehearsal time. These two resources
are our most critical and demand our expedient
usage.
The way we handle our music has changed
as all responsibility lies with the Music Team.
Music selection, how it is presented along with
learning files, and full compliance to copyright
and mechanical licenses all fall within the Music
Administrator responsibility. Ed McKenzie has
accepted this task and has asked Steve Cragg to
join him in this effort.
Ed McKenzie changed the Singing Valentine
process this past month, broadened the scope,
implemented new products and new processes;
and I am sure he learned a lot of what he will do
next year.
Dick Sipple was able to consolidate our storage
requirements and eliminate our need for outside

storage. This saved the
chapter $100 per month.
Larry Clapp and Byron
Poore presented website
education which was
long overdue. Byron
even wrote a ‘how to’ manual. These were
examples of change.
Jack Greenfield, an Alumni member, suggested a
venue contact for a performance and it appears
that will happen. We are in the final contract
preparation. What a great example of change.
Every Board Member wrote a status report last
month. The value – the Board knows what is
going on in each member’s area. Results – no
surprises and shorter meetings. I could go on
and on about our Board and how they are doing
their jobs. Everyone is engaged and involved.
So, I guess it was okay not to know what culture
change was this past October when the BOD
discussed culture change, but it was left to be
defined as each Board Member had to determine
what they needed to change. And, they are
doing it.
In closing, each of us needs to effect change in
whatever way we see opportunity. For me, what
comes to mind is my responsibility to my square.
I am responsible for the sound and performance
of that square. How I get prepared has to
change. No longer are breaths, notes, and words
enough. I have to retain Tony’s instructions
from week-to-week and bring everything to my
square to begin again.
And, that is fun.
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Rehearsal Note Summary
Active HoH Members, watch your inbox
for weekly rehearsal notes sent out by The
Colonel, Russ Powell.

Rehearsal Notes, February 17, 2014
aOutstanding rehearsal. The transformation of the chorus after
Ralph’s video was nothing short of amazing. Concurrent motion
or moving together with the music. Getting our bodies involved,
unlocking our body with constant fluid motion to match the ebb
and flow of the music. This is more than just a reset breath. Remain
engaged with a free and loose body that is physically involved and
tuned-in to the forward motion of the music. Watching game film is
what the pros do and something that has already helped us to get
better by providing a more educational and encouraging experience.
aA list song. “I’ll Be Seeing You” has that descriptive section with
the five places where we need to tell our story, create a dialog, and
do what Dr. Dan did when he sang the list so expressively, and even
directed the chorus with his body language through that passage.
Practice your delivery, be the art detailer or art decorator. Each
familiar place needs a different look, a different emphasis.

to unify or involve our body more as we convey the song’s emotional
impact to the audience. Our concurrent motion as a unit seems to
be improving, but our individual look is still stagnating from timeto-time.
a“Show Me.” This is an Opener, not a Downer. This is a happy,
uplifting song with no real character changes. Be the same overall
character, even in the second “bad times” section. Could be reflective,
reminiscing, but not downtrodden or depressive.
a“Armed Forces Medley.” Semper. Tony prefers the Latin
pronunciation “Sem-pear,” as opposed to “sem-purr.” Also note:
Consonant on next vowel. “Wi-shing you a ha-ppy voyage home.”
Reduce “sibilant” (code word) sounds.
a“I’ll Be Seeing You.” Emphasis on visual focus, not choreo. While
singing the list section, try to imagine that special place as you
gradually and subtly shift your visual focus to each new location. No
sudden or mechanical eye or neck moves as in a tennis match. Keep
hands below waste to avoid distractions.
aNew Dates. Saturday, March 8, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Contest coaching
session.
Sunday, June 29. 7 p.m. Performance at Terrace Palms Community
Church. Mark your attendance on Groupanizer.

aAscending side of dynamic mountain. IBSY ms 50 and 51. Keep
ascending after “morning.” Keep climbing into “And when the night is
new.” Watch Tony for when the dynamic shifts downward.

aNext Rehearsal, March 3. Sectionals on “What Shall We Do With The
Drunken Sailor.” Review rehearsal videos. Practice contest set.

aSUTB. A breath has been removed to provide more dynamic flow
in the launch of the tag. Ms 90-91. No breath before “Come on, you
leader...”

Rehearsal Notes, March 3, 2014

aCongratulations to Bill Houser, new baritone, for passing his
audition. Congratulation to Matt Crisostomo for receiving his newly
framed new member certificate.
aNext rehearsal Monday, Feb. 24, continue contest set with choreo
and new concurrent motion, Twilight Time, Show me with choreo,
sectional on Armed Forces Medley. Smile, Tonight, and Lord Bless You
and Keep You. Should all have some form of qualification submitted.
Please make sure you don’t fall behind as you’ll be seeing new music
very soon.
Early bird choreo. Next Monday 6 p.m. Ralph is conducting choreo for
new members and those needing choreo focus. Guest voice placing
will be conducted by Andy Schrader and Chris Barthauer.

Rehearsal Notes, February 24, 2014
aAnother great rehearsal with several guests in attendance. Thanks
to Byron Poore for an instructive Groupanizer session and to Ralph
Brown for early-bird choreo, plus a second video installment. As our
resident visual coach, Ralph reminds us that it takes a lot of energy

No note published but it was a great rehearsal!

Rehearsal Notes, March 10, 2014
aAwesome rehearsal. The positive energy that Tony displayed was
nothing short of legendary. Each member began to mirror Tony’s
“involvement” by becoming more “involved” with their faces, their
body, their uplifted sound production and their lyrical message,
releasing a surge of energy that filled the room most of the night.
We need to push that SAVE BUTTON that Tony has been talking
about, ‘cause last night everyone seemed to be saying, “That’s Where
I Wanna Be.”
aBen Franklin quote. “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember.
Involve me and I learn.”
Tony cited the Franklin quote at the Coaching Clinic last Sat.,
and already it is beginning to have a profound impact on our
“involvement.” Some guys are so inspired, they have been posting
the quote on Facebook. Of course, the intent is that guys will learn
and absorb quicker if they are physically and mentally engaged in the
sound production. If guys are truly involved, their voice will respond

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Rehearsal Note Summary
to what is going on in the song. Involvement will help guys resonate
differently, involvement will help placement and lift, involvement will
help proper breath support. Involvement will help Lyric delivery and
getting quicker to the vowel target.
aChord Clarity. In order to get ring, the chord needs to lock
immediately right out of the gate. Momentary delay muffles the
chord, that is why your mouth has to take shape before any sound
is produced. Good placement and quicker to the vowel target are

critical or there is no expanded sound.
aI’ll Be Seeing You. In the first sixteen bars, ms 4, 7 and 12, 15, there
are “breathe and go” breaths. Finish the phrase with the breath that
starts the next phrase. Two inside breaths are connectors to the next
phrase. The outside breaths after ms.8 and 16 are just a bit longer
with slightly more closure.
aNext week preparation. Contest set, Smile, Show Me, Armed Forces
Medley, sectionals on Drunkin’ sailor.
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Bill Houser, Shane Scott

March 2014

Attendance Report
The following individuals had
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
for rehearsals in the month of February
Ralph Brown

David Roberts BM

Matt Crisostomo

Rod Rodrigues

Bill Glasgow

Andrew Schrader

Rob Hargen

Dick Sipple BM

Brian Hutchison

Lee Sobania

Dave Larson

Chuck Steiner BM

Joe McCarthy BM

Paul Stiles

Richard Murbach

Jerry Tobin

She’s Gone PROBE!

Nick Nicosia

Mark Tuttle

Marty Port

Marty Vandenberghe

Well, after a gentle nudge, many encouraging

Russ Powell

Danny Wunderlin

conversations and at least one very determined
Herald, I am now a member in good standing with
PROBE Barbershop. Thanks Alex!

BM = also attended Board Meeting

erybody go?!
Where did evh has a longer list!
rc

Let’s hope Ma

So, you ask, what is PROBE?
It is an all-volunteer, self-supporting organization,
affiliated with Barbershop Harmony Society for

Get Your HoH Gear Here!

Public Relations Officers and Bulletin Editors.

HoH Logo Gear

And Get Barbershop
Merchandise at
www.harmonymarketplace.com

PUN OF THE MONTH:
I got a job at a bakery because I kneaded dough.
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A BRITISH
BARBERSHOP BASH!
CASTLES, CROWNS, & CHORUSES

OCTOBER 18-26, 2014

BRISTOL, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON, BATH, CAMBRIDGE, & LONDON, ENGLAND

hosted by
TONY DEROSA

with special guest
composer and pianist,
JOSEPH MARTIN

HIGHLIGHTS:

• Perform in famous locations in Bristol and London with choruses of
the British Association of Barbershop Singers (BABS) including the
ROYAL
COLLEGE
OF MUSIC!
From: Mark
Tuttle
mtuttle382@me.com
Subject: •[ActiveHoH]
Just
added
| Paris Extension
| Oct. 26-29river cruises in both Bristol
Enjoy fun
and
fellowship
on evening
Date: February 25, 2014 at 11:17 PM
along
the
AVON
RIVER
and
London
along the RIVER THAMES with
To: ActiveHoH@heraldsofharmony.groupanizer.com
members of the British Association of Barbershop Singers (BABS)
• Behold STONEHENGE, the mystical Neolithic Monument of 50-ton
Guys,
pillars that dates back over 3,000 years
Here is more information for the exciting British Bash
• Explore the cities of BRISTOL, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON, BATH, and CAMBRIDGE
Mark
• Tour the beautiful city of BATH including a visit to the ROMAN BATHS
• Panoramic sightseeing tour of LONDON that passes BUCKINGHAM PALACE, BIG BEN,
Begin forwarded message:
the LONDON EYE, WESTMINSTER, DOWNING STREET, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, ST. PAUL’S
From: Harmony
InternationalTOWER
<Harmony_International@mail.vresp.com>
CATHEDRAL,
BRIDGE, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, and more!
Date: February 25, 2014 at 4:33:02 PM EST
• Take a walk through the TOWER OF LONDON and see the CROWN JEWELS
To: mtuttle382@me.com
Subject: Just added | Paris Extension | Oct. 26-29
Reply-To: Harmony International <reply-44f8397257-f9862bc342-a2f1@u.cts.vresp.com>
45 IVAN ALLEN JUNIOR BOULEVARD t SUITE 2307 t ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30308
TELEPHONE: (888) 935-5551 t FAX: (770) 635-8585
WWW.HARMONYINTERNATIONAL.COM t INFO@HARMONYINTERNATIONAL.COM

Just added!

Optional Extension to Paris!
October 26 - 29!

PARIS, FRANCE
Bonjour Mark,
Contact Mark Tuttle
if you have additional questions!
Great
news! Harmony International has just added an optional
mtuttle382@me.com

extension to Paris, France to your British Barbershop Bash trip.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siQVMHNhYMs&feature=youtube_gdata_player
Now you have the opportunity to extend your trip and spend a few
days in Paris!

CLICK HERE to view the full brochure for the optional Paris

British Barbershop Bash

British Barbershop Bash

featuring THE BIG ORANGE CHORUS, THE HERALDS OF HARMONY, & THE
TOAST OF TAMPA SHOW CHORUS

money for their non-profit organization (NPO). Scrip is just another way to pay for everyday purchases
using gift cards in place of cash, checks, and credit cards.
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You purchase gift cards from your organization at face value, and your coordinator orders those cards
from Great Lakes Scrip Center at a reduced price. The difference is an instant rebate for your organization.
It’s really that simple!
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F lds
Hera

Do your normal shopping and
make
money
Heralds
at
When you use scrip gift
cards at your favorite retailers, you’re
fundraising
whilefor
you the
shop. Great
Lakes Scrip
e
h
t
f
o
Center offers over 300 of the country’s biggest brands, including grocery,
stores, gas stations,
the department
same time!
restaurants, hotels, home improvement, and more. Just by using scrip to pay for your normal weekly
purchase
gifttofundraising
cards
purchases, you can easily raise $500 or more per year. Stop
It’sAdvance
time
to put
your
shopping
dollars
work!
selling
and
start
earning!
Scrip
is a noSILVER
from Scrip.
money for their non-profit
organization (NPO). Scrip is jus
$100 to $249

using gift cards in place of cash, checks, and credit cards.
Dan Deignan
Dave Dennis
PRESIDENTIAL
Jay and Carol Gettig
You purchase gift cards from your organization at face va
$1,000 and up
Robert Inman
from Great Lakes Scrip Center at a reduced price. The differe
Charlie & Cindy Barbarisi
Joe Kane
It’s really that simple!
Larry and Roxanne Clapp
Lee Lawrence
Tony and Jodi De Rosa
Randy Lawson
Marty and Barbara Port
Don and Dana Long
When you use scrip gift cards at your favorite retailers, you’re
Dave and Dianne Roberts
Marian Palmer
Center offers over 300 of the country’s biggest brands, inclu
John & Kimberly Santamaria Bob and Shauvon Powell
restaurants, hotels, home improvement, and more. Just b
Steve and Irene Stenzler
Russ and Beverly Powell
_____________________
purchases, you can easily raise $500 or more per year. It’s ti
Marlene Reese
PLATINUM
Ray and Pam Scalise
$500 to $999
Dick and Liz Sipple
Louise Sperry
Anonymous
Jerry and Linda Tobin
Ralph and Chris
Brown
Customize this field with coordinator contact info, enrollment code, and/or sign up information.
Mark and Karen Tuttle
Steve and Sheri Matheson
_____________________
Doug and Gayle McDonald
_____________________
BRONZE
up
to $99
GOLD
$250 to $499
Myra Dickens
Al and Julie Kelly
Sandra Roth
John & Lauren Pennington
Lou and Carol Wurmnest
_____________________ Bill Weatherford
The merchants represented are not sponsors of scrip fundraising or otherwise affiliated with Great Lakes Scrip Center. The logos and other identifying marks
used are trademarks of and owned by each represented company and/or its affiliates. Please visit each company’s website for additional terms and conditions.

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c)(3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants
from The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs,
The Arts Council of Hillsborough County, and
Walmart; as well as employee matching programs
at Verizon and Honeywell.

© 2013 Great Lakes Scrip Center LLC

fieldHeralds
with coordinator
contact info, enro
HelpCustomize
Supportthis
The
of Harmony
by using shopwithscrip.com

IT’S EASY AND FUN!
And saves you $$ on your Barbershop Expenses!
Buy gift cards for locations
where you already shop.
The merchants represented are not sponsors of scrip fundraising or otherwise affiliated with Great Lakes Scrip Center. The
Visit
shopwithscrip.com,
Choose
used
are trademarks
of and owned by each representedclick
company on
and/or“Shop.
its affiliates. ”Please
visit each company’s website
from thousands of locations, submit your order to
Larry Clapp, Immediate Past President & Scrip
coordinator. Your gift cards can be delivered to
you at rehearsal or mailed to you. Email:Larry@
theclapp.org | ph: 724-252-7704
or catch him at rehearsals!
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
(listed alphabetically)

Back Street 4

Contact: Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

The Flexible Four
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com
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Upcoming Birthdays
Daniel Deignan............................. 3/22/47
Lynn Hineman............................... 3/22/54
Chris Barthauer............................. 3/31/79
Nick Nicosia.................................... 4/11/50
Paul Stiles........................................ 4/15/62
Mark Schlinkert................................4/1/68

Main Street

Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/
Starting up a new quartet?
Be sure to submit your contact info to be
listed in the newsletter.

Newsletter
Team
Roxanne Clapp
Larry Clapp
Dianne Roberts
Dave Roberts
Ed McKenzie
Steve Cragg
Danny McFarlane
Your Name Could Be Here Too!
Contact Roxanne to join the team!
rox@rox-c.com

Deadline
for the next
Herald is April 10th.
Submit photos, stories, updates and ideas to
Newsletter@HeraldsofHarmony.Groupanizer.com

The Tampa HERALD

Tampa Chapter 2014 Officers
and Board of Directors
PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Larry Clapp
Larry@theclapp.org
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It’s GREAT to
be a Herald!

TREASURER
Al Kelly
AKelly05@verizon.net
SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Chuck Steiner
AL13champs@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Bryan Hevel
bryan.hevel@verizon.net
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Steve Stenzler
stenzman@yahoo.com
VICE PRESIDENT - PERFORMANCE MARKETING
John Pennington
jppennington@comcast.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘15)
Steve Cragg
donutcop@gmail.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘14)
Joe McCarthy
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com
MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Chris Barthauer • cbarthauer@gmail.com

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leader
Lead Co-Section Leaders
Baritone Section Leader
Bass Section Leader

Russ Powell
Steve Cragg
Andy Schrader
Chris Barthauer
Pat Bauer

russ5000@hotmail.com
donutcop@gmail.com
andrew@schradermusic.com
cbarthauer@gmail.com
wmpbauer@verizon.net

Need HoH information or assistance re:
“FINALE” Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin wunder@tampabay.rr.com
Choreo:
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Music Librarian:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Chorus Membership:
Bryan Hevel
bryan.hevel@verizon.net
Uniform Coordinator:
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com
E-Newsletter Content:
Roxanne Clapp rox@rox-c.com
Website Content/Groupanizer Admin: Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
Groupanizer Administrator for Qualifications and Record-Keeping
Joe McCarthy
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com

727-505-2095
727-953-6484
813-785-4697
727-505-2095
727-410-7598
727-734-8731
813-994-4380
813-546-8953

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org
Sunshine District (& Sunburst)• www.sunshinedistrict.org
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet •http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software •www.finalemusic.com/reader/

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE
to the Heralds of Harmony email list, send your email request to:
larry@theclapp.org

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

